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This paper studies international migration from a complex-network perspective. We define the
international-migration network (IMN) as the weighted-directed graph where nodes are world coun-
tries and links account for the stock of migrants originated in a given country and living in another
country at a given point in time. We characterize the binary and weighted architecture of the net-
work and its evolution over time in the period 1960-2000. We find that the IMN is organized around
a modular structure characterized by a small-world pattern displaying disassortativity and high clus-
tering, with power-law distributed weighted-network statistics. We also show that a parsimonious
gravity model of migration can account for most of observed IMN topological structure. Overall,
our results suggest that socio-economic, geographical and political factors are more important than
local-network properties in shaping the structure of the IMN.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper studies the evolution of human
international-migration patterns in the period 1960-2000
using a complex-network perspective [1–3].

International migration is increasingly perceived as a
fundamental feature of human life for its huge impacts on
the global economy and the potential to shape the world
where we live by changing the demographic structure of
towns, cities and nations [4–6]. Driven by the desire for
better job opportunities, a more secure environment, or
simply forced to move from home, an increasing number
of migrants have contributed to unprecedented levels of
cross-border flows in the last years, leading to an overall
migrant world population of about 190 million in 2010
[7].

Despite migration is not a recent phenomenon [8], and
people have always left their home either involuntarily or
in search of better conditions, recent predictions suggest
that international migration is likely to become bigger
and more complex in the next decades, due to the com-
bined impact of population aging and increasing demo-
graphic differences, economic inequality, climate change,
environmental disasters, wars and famines, new political
and economic scenarios, and technological change favor-
ing social contacts [9]. Therefore, the expected strength
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and reach of the impacts of migration are likely to dra-
matically increase in the next years, and so do the com-
plexity of related policies.

International migration affects many intertwined
spheres of the demographic, social and economic fabric
of both origin and destination countries [10, 11]. Beside
the obvious impact on country demographic composition,
living conditions, cultural and social integration, na-
tional security, and socio-economic globalization, migra-
tion has strong distributional effects due to international-
remittance flows [12], which can contribute to poverty
reduction and economic growth in origin countries [13].
Furthermore, it may unevenly affect labor-market struc-
ture, wages and development in destination countries
through brain-drain [14, 15], and bilateral trade via a
decrease in transaction costs and the emergence of new
consumption-preference patterns [16, 17].

The controversial net outcome of such a wealth of ef-
fects has led to policies fostering an increase in cross-
border barriers to the movement of people, which con-
trast with the correspondent fall observed for cross-
border trade and financial transactions. In the near fu-
ture, it is expected that migration-related issues will be-
come more and more relevant in the political arena [6].

Given its massive positive and normative implications,
it is imperative to enhance our empirical knowledge of in-
ternational migration patterns and try to capture trends
and determinants from a global perspective. So far, the
lack of coordinated and homogeneous data on migra-
tion has forced researchers to focus either on country-
specific data or to address global migration issues using
very small samples of reporting countries [18, 19]. In all
these studies [20], international migration has been al-
ways considered essentially as a bilateral phenomenon,
where migration flows or stocks between any two coun-
tries are taken as independent of any other seemingly
unrelated link [98].
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More recently, however, a reliable and homogeneous
bilateral-migration database covering most of world
countries in the period 1960-2000 has been made avail-
able [21]. This eventually allows one to study the evolu-
tion of international-migration patterns from a complex-
network perspective. Building on this idea, this paper
introduces the International Migration Network (IMN),
defined as the weighted-directed human-migration graph
where nodes represent world countries and directed
(weighted) links describe international migration corri-
dors (and related migration intensities) between any two
countries. Such an approach allows one to explore the
evolution of migration patterns using a systemic per-
spective [22], where one can study the embeddedness
of countries into the network, their centrality and the
often-complicated local clusters that can be formed due
to the interplay of social, economic, geographic and po-
litical factors, in line with what has been recently done
for international-trade [23–25] and financial [26] macro-
economic networks. Borrowing the interpretation sug-
gested in this stream of literature, weighted directed links
in the IMN can be interpreted as an additional inter-
action channel between countries, beside e.g. bilateral
trade, foreign-direct investment and financial linkages.
Indeed, the number and intensity of inward migration
flows reflect the potential of a country to attract people
from other countries, and therefore indirectly signal the
existence of some social, economic and political imbal-
ance or, in the migration jargon, the existence of signif-
icant push-and-pull factors [27]. Such imbalances, simi-
larly to what happens in trade, investment and financial
networks, may be important to explain the diffusion of
economic shocks originating in a given country and pos-
sibly spreading to seemingly unrelated countries [28].

Despite migration data can be naturally described as a
network, only a few studies have tried to recast this phe-
nomenon using a graph-theoretic perspective [29] and the
topological properties of global migration networks still
remain poorly understood. A network perspective has
been instead heavily used to study human-mobility issues
in general [30–32]; air, cargo and maritime transporta-
tion networks[31, 33–36]; and inter-urban traffic [37].
These works show that understanding human-mobility
networks can be important to predict the properties of
diffusion processes occurring on them, e.g. global epi-
demics [38, 39].

In this paper we perform a thorough analysis of the
topological properties of the IMN and their evolution in
the period 1960 to 2000. Furthermore, we explore ge-
ographical, social, political, and economic determinants
of IMN properties. We show that the IMN displays a
small-world structure where a few hubs and a lot of local
structures coexist, generating high clustering and disas-
sortative patterns. Geography, population size and coun-
try language seem to explain a large part of the observed
modularity in the IMN. Furthermore, the number of iden-
tifiable clusters has decreased through the years, hinting
to some globalization of migration patterns. The reor-

ganization of migration links across time has occurred
mostly at the weighted level. The topology of migration
corridors has instead remained quite stable and homo-
geneously distributed across countries. Conversely, the
total number of migrants of each country (as well as
many other weighted-network statistics) are character-
ized by power-law distributions, hinting to a sort of rich-
get-richer effect at the weighted level. We also find that,
contrary to what happens in the international-trade net-
work, the local structure of the network cannot replicate
its higher-level properties such as assortativity and clus-
tering and that instead geographical distance, country-
level characteristics, and other bilateral country variables
are necessary to provide a good characterization of the
observed IMN architecture. We show that geographi-
cal distance not only negatively affects migration as ex-
pected, but it strongly shapes the observed assortativity
and clustering patterns in unexpected ways. Finally, we
show that a gravity model of migration can reproduce
very nicely most of local and global IMN observed topo-
logical properties, hinting to a preponderance of country
specific and bilateral effects in prediction of the complex
structure of the global migration network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II presents the dataset that we employ in our anal-
ysis. A brief overview of what we know at the aggregate
level about migration patterns is contained in Section III.
We then introduce the International Migration Network
(Section IV) and we present results about its topological
properties and their determinants in Sections V and VI.
Finally, Section VII concludes.

II. DATA

Finding detailed data on international migration pat-
terns and migrant characteristics is extremely difficult.
Data problems are especially acute when compared to
higher-frequency data on international trade and finance
flows. Nevertheless, thanks to the combined efforts by
the United Nations Population Division, the Statistics
Division of the United Nations, the World Bank and the
University of Sussex, a reliable source about bilateral in-
ternational migration compiled using the United Nations
Global Migration Database has been made available to
the community of researchers [21].

Starting from about 3500 individual census and pop-
ulation register records from more than 230 destination
countries and territories from across the globe, the final
database comprises 5 origin-destination 226×226 matri-
ces for each decade in the period 1960-2000 [99]. For each
year t = 1960, . . . , 2000, the generic element (i, j) of each
matrix records the stock of migrants (corresponding to
the last completed census round) originating in country
i and present in destination j.

The database partially solves three main hurdles fac-
ing migration data. First, the very definition of migrants
is often contradictory. In the database, instead, coun-
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try of birth (and in its absence nationality) is consis-
tently employed to define the status of a migrant. Sec-
ond, political turmoils usually lead to emergence of new
countries and disappearance of old ones, thus generat-
ing artificially large flows of new migrants. The database
avoids this problem by disaggregating migrants among a
constant set of 226 countries consistently over the whole
1960-2000 period [100]. Finally, issues due to missing or
omitted data are solved in a homogeneous way using in-
terpolation, imputation using existing bilateral data, and
when data are not sufficient, alternative external sources.

Bilateral data in the database refer to stocks and not
to flows. Generally, immigrant stock statistics are easier
to interpret than data on migrant flows [40]. The latter
are typically characterized by a higher degree of hetero-
geneity. This is because flow data are typically gathered
through surveys, which may differ according to the def-
inition of total population (de facto vs de jure), timing,
categories of people considered, alternative country cod-
ing used to record the responses and lack of standard-
ization between the questions asked during the census.
Furthermore, complete bilateral flows are only available
for a limited set of countries (typically a subset of OECD
ones), thus substantially limiting world coverage [5]. As
a result, data on migrants stocks are the only available
covering a large set of countries and years.

Some remarks are in order. To begin with, care must
be taken in interpreting the change of bilateral figures
across two consecutive decades, as the stock at time t
will be obtained from the stock at time t− 10 after hav-
ing considered all possible in and out (unobserved) flows
during the decade. Throughout the paper we will then
interpret the bilateral stock (i, j) at t in two ways. First,
as the sheer number of migrants born in i and living in j
at time t. Second, as a proxy of the potential that coun-
try j has in attracting people from i, i.e. of the strength
of the interaction channel from country i to j at t. Notice
however that, given the definition of a migrant in terms of
foreign birth, directed paths {i1, i2, . . . , ik−1, ik} of order
k ≥ 2 between any non-directly connected pair of coun-
tries (i1, ik) do not necessarily entail a corresponding flow
of people born in i1 and ended up in ik after a num-
ber of migration flows through intermediate countries
(otherwise one would have had a direct link i1 → ik in
the IMN). Rather, directed paths between unconnected
countries convey information about the strength of mi-
gration chains, i.e. existence of migration corridors that
channeled a lot of migration flows in the past.

Notice also that our data do not consider two im-
portant facets of migration, namely illegal and (within-
border) internal migration. Whereas the former is almost
impossible to measure on a consistent basis, internal mi-
gration is estimated to be of an order of four times inter-
national migration (even using conservative definitions).

Finally, year coverage does not allow us to evaluate the
impact of the global recession on migration. More recent
data [7] indicate that, overall, the total stock of migrants
has not substantially decreased, even if flows have been

weakening due to reduced opportunities or more restric-
tive policies. There was no evidence either about mass
return of migrants to countries of origin, possibly because
of social protection in some host countries and worse con-
ditions at home.

III. INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION:
AGGREGATE PATTERNS

The main properties of the dataset that we employ
here have been extensively studied in a number of re-
cent papers [4, 7, 21, 41]. Despite the share of interna-
tional migrants in the world’s population has remained
remarkably stable at around 3 percent over the past 50
years, the total number of foreign-born residents steadily
grew over time, reaching about 190 million people in 2010
[7]. Between 1960 and 2000, the global migrant stock in-
creased from 93 to 167 million. A large part of such
migrant growth is explained by flows to Western Europe
and the United States (50%) and the break-up of the So-
viet Union (25%). The remaining 25% is accounted for
by the Gulf States, within-Africa migration, and flows to
Australia, New Zealand and Canada [21].

This hints to a historical pattern where the distribu-
tion of migration stocks in 1960 mainly reflected a post-
colonial landscape, with most European- and South-Asia-
born migrants. Two big shocks (partitioning of India
and break-up of Soviet Union) and the emergence of Gulf
States as major migrant destinations are the main forces
shaping international migration in the last century. As
a result, in 2000 most migrants originated from Latin
America, Eastern Europe and Central Asia [21].

According to recent estimates, the number of world
migrants is projected to achieve 405 million in 2050, de-
spite prospective migrants increasingly face government-
imposed barriers to movement and a number of nation
states that has almost quadrupled in the last century
(creating more borders to cross) [7]. This positive trend
is due to the increasing demand for migrant (especially
skilled) labour, triggered by population aging in the de-
veloped world; young and still-rising populations in de-
veloping countries; cheaper communications and trans-
port; and environmental changes —especially in less de-
veloped countries.

International migration patterns are remarkably het-
erogeneous across regions and individual countries [21].
Quite counter-intuitively, in 2000 most of total world’s
migration (60%) occurred between developing countries
(south-south migration) or between developed countries
(north-north migration) [101]. Only 70 million people
(37%) moved from a developing to a developed coun-
try. Most of south-south migration is driven by the quest
for better working opportunities, and the need to escape
conflicts or natural disasters. Geography strongly limits
south-north migration, due to travel costs and policy-
based restrictions on crossing international borders, but
constrains mobility in general: 50% of all migrations oc-
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cur within regional scopes and 40% regard neighboring
countries. Cultural distance (e.g. common religion and
common language) also explains a good deal of migra-
tion decisions. Despite south-north migration does not
account for a high share of total migration, 75% of mi-
grants moved to a country with a higher Human De-
velopment Index [102], i.e. (developing or developed)
countries with higher living standards and/or more job
opportunities. This suggests that gains in human capital
and labour productivity drive most of migration. Over
the years, however, north-north, north-south and south-
south migration share are slowly declining, at the ex-
penses of south-north migration.

At a country level, population size obviously matters
[21]. A small bunch of large countries in North America,
Europe, and the former Soviet Union concentrates most
of the worlds 191 million international migrants. Top
destination and origin countries often coincide (e.g. Ger-
many, India, the Russian Federation, Ukraine and the
United Kingdom). The United States are still the princi-
pal destination, hosting around 20% of World’s migrant
population. When one considers migration as a share of
country population, however, the picture changes. Only
a few large countries (e.g., Australia, Canada and Saudi
Arabia) exhibit high shares of migrants, while in some
very small countries —typically Pacific islands or coun-
tries plagued by political upheaval and military conflict—
migrants account for more than 50% of the population.
In general, the more remote a small country is, the more
people decide to leave.

IV. THE INTERNATIONAL-MIGRATION
NETWORK

We employ the 5 origin-destination 226×226 matrices
provided by [21] to build a time-sequence of weighted-
directed networks describing bilateral migration stocks
among N = 226 countries. More precisely, the weighted
International-Migration Network (IMN) at time t =
1960, . . . , 2000 is fully characterized by the N×N weight
matrix M t, whose generic element mt

i,j represents the
stock of migrants originated in country i and present at
time t in country j. Accordingly, we define the binary
projection of the IMN through the sequence of adjacency
matrices At = {ati,j}, where ati,j = 1 iff mt

i,j = 1, and

zero otherwise. Note that since in general mt
i,j 6= mt

j,i,

and mt
i,j > 0 does not necessarily imply mt

j,i > 0, both
weighted and binary IMNs are directed (non-symmetric)
networks.

Figure 1 plots the undirected weighted version of the
IMN in year t = 2000. Link directions are suppressed to
attain a better visualization of the graph and link thick-
ness is proportional to the logs of total bilateral migrants
(mt

i,j + mt
j,i). To get a feel of migration determinants,

node size is proportional to the log of country population,
while node color (from beige to red) represents country
income, measured by country per-capita Gross Domes-

tic Product (pcGDP). Only links associated to a number
of total bilateral migrants larger than 200000 are shown.
The map allows one to appreciate the central role of the
US and Russia, the importance of Gulf and Asian coun-
tries, the widespread presence of low-income countries,
and the local nature of many migration corridors.

In Table I we summarize instead the main properties
of the IMN. As discussed in the previous Section, the
volume of the network (total number of migrants) al-
most doubled from 1960 to 2000. The number of di-
rected links (i.e. migration corridors, see [21]) and con-
sequently network density also increased by about 45% in
the same period, in line with the density detected in the
international-trade network (ITN), see Ref. [24]. There-
fore, in the trade jargon, IMN growth was both intensive
and extensive. The net increase in terms of average link
weight was also positive, from more than 5 thousand to 7
thousand. The median link weight increased, too. How-
ever, it remained two orders of magnitude smaller than
the mean, hinting to a highly skewed, broad link-weight
distribution (see below). This can be seen also from the
huge values attained by maximum link weight, which is
more than 8 million in 1960 and 1970 (i.e., migration
from Pakistan to India), and decreases to 5 million in
1980 and 1990 (i.e. migration from Russian Federation
to Ukraine). In 2000, instead, the maximum stock of mi-
grants (more than 9 million) was attained by the Mexico-
USA corridor.

An important feature of directed networks is their de-
gree of symmetry [42]. From a binary perspective, the
number of bilateral links in IMN has steadily increased,
leading to a bilateral density (e.g. ratio of bilateral to
existing links) of around two thirds, well below the 93%
figure of the ITN. As expected, the IMN is much less sym-
metric than the ITN: whereas aggregate-trade bilateral
relationships can more easily emerge (due to e.g. prefer-
ential trade agreements), the directionality of migration
corridors cannot be that easily reversed, especially if the
drivers for migration reside in human capital and labour
productivity differentials. From a weighted perspective,
on the contrary, the asymmetry of the IMN has been
increasing through time [103], meaning that despite a
fraction of unilateral migration corridors have been re-
ciprocated across the years, the actual stock of migrants
who moved over such bilateral corridors have become
more and more asymmetric. Overall, this implies that a
weighted directed analysis should be preferred and net-
work symmetrization avoided.

Finally, the IMN appears to be almost fully strongly
connected. The largest (strong) component features all
countries but a few isolated ones. For example, in 1960
and 1970, only Norfolk Island and Taiwan were not cho-
sen from any other country as destinations (even though
they were the origin of some migration corridor). The
same happened in 1980 for Taiwan and in 1990 for Be-
lize. The giant component of the IMN displays a small
constant diameter and a decreasing average path length
(computed on directed paths). This suggests that the
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increase in density and bilateral links over time, due to
historical trends discussed above, has resulted in shorten-
ing the overall distances between countries in the IMN,
either by creating directed corridors between countries
previously not connected, or by forming short-cuts able
to bypass longer paths (more on that below).

V. BINARY AND WEIGHTED TOPOLOGY

This Section discusses the statistical properties of the
binary and weighted architecture of the IMN. We are in-
terested in characterizing the time-evolution of node/link
network statistics, and their correlation structure [we re-
fer the reader to Refs. 24, 43, 44, for a formal discussion
of all statistics employed in our analyses].

A. Link-Weight, Degree and Strength
Distributions

A first striking result concerns the extent of hetero-
geneity across link weight and node statistics in the IMN.
As Figure 2 shows, link weights are power-law distributed
across all the years with a stable power law exponent of
about 1.3. This strongly differs from log-normal weights
that one typically finds in the ITN and other macroe-
conomic networks [24, 26] and suggests a rich-get-richer
process for the accumulation of migration stocks. This
is well in tune with the push-pull literature on migra-
tion determinants [19, 27], according to which migration
occurs if the reason to emigrate (the push) is balanced
by a corresponding pull at destination. Push factors in-
centivizing emigration include the lack of economic op-
portunities, religious or political persecution, hazardous
environmental conditions, and so on. Pull factors at des-
tination instead comprise availability of jobs, religious
or political freedom, the perception of a relatively be-
nign environment. Existence of institutions at the origin
and well-established communities of foreign-born people
at destination also fosters migration. If pull and push
factors induce persistence gaps between origin and des-
tination along their development phases, they are likely
to trigger a self-enforcing process where strong migration
corridors increasingly attract people.

On the contrary, the distributions of in-, out- and total
node degree, respectively defined for a given year (super-
scripts omitted for simplicity) as:

NDout
i =

∑
j

aij , (1)

NDin
i =

∑
j

aji,

NDi = NDout
i +NDin

i ,

exhibit a characteristic scale, see Figures 3-4. Hence,
most countries share an intermediate number of migra-

tion corridors (around 170 in total), with a right tail de-
creasing almost exponentially.

Degree distributions are remarkably stable across the
years. This is because the underlying link formation and
deletion process is quite persistent. Over two consecu-
tive decades, the probability of link formation grew from
7.8% to 12.8%, whereas the likelihood that an already
established corridor is severed went from 6.5% to 8%.
This means that between any two consecutive decades
the IMN binary architecture has remained quite stable:
on average 91.4% of country pairs did not change their
status (linked or not linked). These figures closely match
those of the ITN [24].

We also find that the number of immigration and em-
igration corridors is identically distributed (this is con-
firmed also by two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov statisti-
cal tests) and unimodal across the years, which implies
that, despite countries do not reciprocate all the directed
bilateral links, they keep on average an identical number
of in-ward and out-ward migration links.

The high heterogeneity in link weights maps into
power-law distributed in, out and total node strength
[45]. Note that, in order to mitigate the effect of power-
law distributed link weights, in the remainder of the pa-
per we will log-transform the weights, i.e. we shall weight
each link by m̃t

i,j = log(mt
i,j). In, out and total node

strength read:

NSouti =
∑
j

m̃ij , (2)

NSini =
∑
j

m̃ji,

NSi = NSouti +NSini ,

As a result, one typically finds a linear-log relation in
both in- and out-strength, which in this case is a transfor-
mation of total number of immigrants and emigrants of a
given country, see Figures 5-6. Therefore, country immi-
grant and emigrant stocks are broadly distributed, with
a small bunch of countries that host very large stocks of
migrants. Interestingly, this power-law behavior is not
the effect of heterogeneous country size. Indeed, as Fig-
ure 7 shows, a power law distribution for both in- and
out-strength is obtained also when one rescales the latter
by country size: fat-tails emerge also in the distribution
of the shares of total immigrant and emigrant to country
population.

Degree and strength profiles are positively correlated
in the IMN. Figure 8 plots Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cients between in/out degree and strength. As expected,
the more inward (outward) migration corridors a country
has, the more immigrants (emigrants) it channels (corre-
lation close to one). However, countries that are chosen
as destination by many other countries are not neces-
sarily the origin of many emigration corridors (positive
but milder correlation between in and out degree). Cor-
relation levels increase when one considers inward and
outward migrant stocks, because of the effect of large
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and high-income countries that both receive a lot of im-
migrants and send to many world destinations a lot of
emigrants. Finally, countries with many inward (out-
ward) corridors are not necessarily associated to more
emigrants (immigrants).

We now investigate the extent to which countries in
the IMN hold concentrated or diversified portfolios of
migrant stocks. For each country i, we compute the
concentration of its incoming link-weight (immigration)
portfolio as:

Hin
i =

(N − 1)
∑
j

(
m̃ji

NSin
i

)2
− 1

N − 2
, (3)

and of its outgoing link-weight (emigration) portfolio as:

Hout
i =

(N − 1)
∑
j

(
m̃ij

NSout
i

)2
− 1

N − 2
. (4)

In other words, we compute Herfindahl concentration in-
dices [46] on in- and out- link weight country portfolios.
H indices range from 0 (homogeneous distribution) to 1
(fully concentrated distribution). We find that countries
heavily differ in the concentration profiles robustly over
time. Indeed, both Hin and Hout are power-law dis-
tributed, see Figure 9. This suggests that countries with
a fairly uniform distribution of immigrant or emigrant
stocks among migration corridors co-exist with countries
that possess a strongly concentrated portfolio of migrant
stocks. Furthermore, there exists a negative power-law
relation between (Hin, Hout) and node connectivity (Fig-
ures 10 and 11). Countries that hold more inward (out-
ward) migration corridors or larger stocks of immigrants
(emigrants) are typically less concentrated, i.e. they hold
more even portfolios of immigrants (emigrants). While
high concentration of migrant portfolios is somewhat ex-
pected for small players in the IMN, the power-law de-
crease in concentration as connectivity increases strongly
supports the view that big players in the IMN tend to di-
versify a lot in their migration patterns, fully exploiting
all migration corridors.

B. Assortativity, Clustering, Path Length

An important feature of complex networks is their as-
sortative or disassortative pattern [47, 48]. Here we study
whether countries characterized by more inward/outward
corridors or large emigrant/immigrant stocks are con-
nected with countries that in turn are more connected
either in terms or degrees or strength. We capture this
by computing Pearson’s correlation coefficient between
node total degree or strength (ND or NS), and average
nearest-neighbor degree or strength (ANND or ANNS),
defined as the average degree (strength) of the neighbors
of a given country.

As Figures 12-13 show, both the binary and the
weighted versions of the IMN are (weakly) disassorta-
tive. Large players in the IMN are typically connected

to countries that hold on average a small number of mi-
gration corridors or channel a small stock of migrants.
Notice that instead small players are very heterogeneous.
Mostly due to geo-political constraints, some small coun-
tries, typically Pacific islands, are locally connected to
few other geographically-close countries that are them-
selves poorly connected. Other small countries instead
hold privileged corridors to big players (e.g. European
and North-American countries) and therefore display a
disassortative mixing. This evidence is very robust when
one disaggregates ANND and ANNS in order to take into
account directionality.

In many networks, disassortative patterns come to-
gether small level of binary or weighted clustering [49].
To check if this is the case for the IMN, we compute
binary total node-clustering coefficient (BCC) as:

BCCi =
(A+AT )3ii

2[NDi(NDi − 1)− 2d↔i ]
, (5)

where A is the adjacency matrix, AT is its transpose and
d↔i is the number of reciprocated edges between i and
its neighbors. Similarly, weighted total node-clustering
(WCC) reads:

WCCi =
(M̂ + M̂T )3ii

2[NDi(NDi − 1)− 2d↔i ]
, (6)

where M̂ = M [1/3]. We find that the IMN displays a very
large level of average clustering. Average BCC increases
from 0.64 to 0.69 in our sample year. Correspondingly,
average WCC goes from 0.13 to 0.15 (a relatively high
value, comparable to that in the ITN when logs of export
flows are employed to weigh the links).

We already know from Table I that directed average-
path length (APL) is very low and has been decreasing
over time. Putting these two pieces of evidence together,
we conclude that the binary IMN exhibits small-world
features [50]. This is exemplified in Figure 14, where
we plot the global binary clustering coefficient (CC) [51]
and (undirected) average-path length against their ex-
pected values in corresponding Erdos-Renyi (ER) ran-
dom graphs where observed density is preserved. Note
that APL is larger than its expected value and decreases
over time, whereas the clustering coefficient is 30% larger
than its expected value in ER graphs and keeps increas-
ing over time from 0.67 to 0.76. This means that, as we
approach year 2000, the formation of new links has grad-
ually filled previously uncompleted triplets, thus con-
tributing to the decrease of geodesic distances and to
the increase in clustering. A larger number of previously
unconnected countries have opened migration corridors
between them. This has increased the probability that
any two countries that shared a migration corridor with
a target country became themselves migration partners.

We now explore whether country local clustering is
associated to country connectivity, i.e. whether coun-
try binary and weighted clustering coefficients (BCC and
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WCC) are correlated with degrees and strengths. Two
interesting facts emerge (see Figures 15-16 for an exam-
ple). First, node BCC is negatively correlated with both
ND and NS. This hints to a hierarchical structure where
very connected nodes, in terms of both ND and NS, typ-
ically form few triangles with their neighbors — a phe-
nomenon possibly driven by the few large hubs present in
the IMN. Second, we find that nodes that either hold a
small number of migration corridors, or a small number
of migrants, or both, are typically connected with pairs
of countries that are also connected. However, the in-
tensity of these triangles is the same of those created by
nodes holding a lot of intense connections — i.e. most of
the existing triplets are really of a weak intensity. It is
important to notice that the absence of a positive signif-
icant correlation between weighted clustering and node
strength is partly due to the log-transformation of link
weights. Indeed, the WCC-NS correlation computed us-
ing migrant levels (and not their logs) to weigh the links
become significantly positive. This is because nodes that
are very connected (very high NS) typically hold many
strong pairs of links. If only a few of these pairs form
a triangle, their weights amplify that of the triangle it-
self, thus leading to very high WCC. This is not true if
one log-linearizes link weights, as the link-weight distri-
bution displays a characteristic scale, with tails decaying
almost exponentially. The same mismatch happens in
the ITN: when one weights the links using export levels,
more intensively-trading countries for more heavily clus-
tered neighborhoods [49], while a negative correlation is
found using logs of exports as link weights.

C. Rich Club, Core-Periphery and Community
Structure

The existence of a negative correlation between connec-
tivity and binary clustering, and the absence of such asso-
ciation for weighted clustering, coupled with binary and
weighted disassortativity, points to an overall topologi-
cal structure for the IMN where concentration of strong
migration corridors between a small number of rich-club
countries is quite unlikely. To explore this evidence, we
have computed the binary rich-club coefficient Rt(k) for
the undirected version of the IMN, defined, for each time
period t and node degree ND = k, as the percentage
of edges in place among the nodes having degree higher
than k . Since a monotonic relation between k and Rt(k)
is to be expected in many networks, due to the intrin-
sic tendency of hubs to exhibit a larger probability of
being more interconnected than low-degree nodes, Rt(k)
must be corrected for its version in random uncorrelated
networks (see Ref. [52] for details). If the resulting (cor-

rected) rich-club index R̃t(k) > 1, especially for large
values of k, then the corresponding graph will exhibit
statistically-significant evidence for rich-club behavior.
The binary IMN does not seem to show any clear rich-
club ordering, as Figure 17 shows for year 2000. This is

in line with what one typically observes for the ITN [24].
Interestingly, unlike the ITN, the IMN does not exhibit
any weighted rich-club structure either [53]. To get a feel,
Figure 18 plots for year 2000 the relation between the size
M of the club and the weighted rich-club ratio (WRCR),
defined as the percentage of total migrants carried by the
links between these M countries, where countries have
been sorted in a descending order according to their to-
tal strength (our measure of “richness”) [104]. We have
also added the expected value of the WRCR in compara-
ble networks where the binary structure is taken as given
and weights are reshuffled uniformly at random. The plot
shows that in year 2000 the WRCR curve increases very
slowly with M , although is always larger than expected
in comparable random networks (where link weights are
reshuffled over the existing binary architecture). For ex-
ample, to make up for 40% of total migrants one would
need a rich-club of about 90 countries (contrast this with
the ITN, where 40% of total trade is accounted for by
only 10 countries).

Interestingly, the IMN does not exhibit a core-
periphery structure (CPS), either at the binary or at
the weighted level. To check for CPS, we employed the
node coreness concepts [54], finding weak evidence for
any clear CPS, with the purported core containing a very
large number of countries (about 90) and the detected
periphery displaying signs of modular structure.

All this suggests that the IMN is a relatively poorly
concentrated network, with a small-world structure
where, especially at the weighted level, a few hubs and
a lot of local structures coexist, generating high clus-
tering and disassortativity. Motivated by this observa-
tion, we explore the community structure of the weighted
IMN, using the standard community-detection Newman-
Girvan modularity algorithm [55]. The value of modular-
ity Q in a weighted-directed network is computed as the
sum of link weights m̃i,j of the nodes within modules,
net of their expected value m̃e

i,j according to a chosen
null-random model. More formally:

Q =
1

V

∑
ij

[
m̃i,j − m̃e

i,j

]
δci,cj (7)

where V =
∑
h

∑
k m̃h,k is the volume of the network

and δci,cj is 1 if nodes i and j are in the same community
and 0 otherwise. In our study, we have employed the null
model [56]:

m̃e
i,j =

NSiNSj
2V

. (8)

This model approximately preserves node strengths,
while placing links and weights at random. Modular-
ity optimization was performed using a “Tabu Search”
algorithm [57].

In Table II we summarize our results. The IMN dis-
plays relatively high values of optimized modularity (Q)
and features as expected quite a rich structure of clus-
ters. The number of communities decreases across time,
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suggesting that globalization has made the architecture
of the IMN less fragmented and modules more strongly
interconnected between them. The distribution of com-
munity sizes has also shifted to the right because clusters
within communities have correspondingly enlarged.

We have also tested the stability of community parti-
tions over time, computing the normalized mutual infor-
mation (NMI) [58] index. Given two community parti-
tions PA and PB , the NMI reads

NMI(PA,PB) =

−2

CA∑
i=1

CB∑
j=1

Nij log

(
NijN

Ni.N.j

)
CA∑
i=1

Ni.log

(
Ni.
N

)
+

CB∑
j=1

N.j log

(
N.j
N

)
where CA and CB are respectively the number of com-
munities in PA and PB ; Nij is the number of nodes in the
community i of the partition PA that appear in the com-
munity j of the partition PB ; and finally Ni. =

∑
j Nij ,

N.j =
∑
iNij and N =

∑
i

∑
j Nij . The NMI is equal

to 1 if PA and PB are identical and assumes a value of
0 if the two partitions are independent. As the last col-
umn of Table II shows, the community structure of the
IMN has remained relatively stable until 1990, and then
underwent some reorganization in the last decade of our
sample, as the smaller NMI value indicates.

To better appreciate the community structure of the
IMN, Figure 19 compares world maps in 1960 and 2000
where countries are colored according to the community
they belong to. In 1960, IMN community structure was
much more geographically fragmented. South and north
american countries belonged to different communities.
Europe was also separated in two clusters (Italy, France,
Spain and Portugal vs. central and eastern countries).
Turkey, Greece and Rumania were also forming a sep-
arate group, as it happened for Eastern asian countries
and the indian block. In 2000, there existed a unique
big American cluster. Another big cluster ranging from
India to Lybia and involving Gulf states was formed. Eu-
ropean countries became integrated (including Turkey),
and so did central and southern African states. Interest-
ingly, a cluster of countries gravitating around Indonesia
got formed, probably due to the increasing economic role
of that country in the Asian scenario.

Overall, the role of geographical constraints emerges
very clearly, as expected. IMN clusters are quite ge-
ographically concentrated. Theoretical work, however,
suggests that other socio-economic covariates may affect
migration [19], including language, religion, income, pop-
ulation, economics size and growth. Following Ref. [59],
Figure 20 explores this link by computing in each year
the NMI index between the partition obtained via com-
munity detection in the weighted IMN, and the partitions
of the set of N = 226 countries according to geograph-
ical and socio-economic variables [105]. A larger value
of NMI for a given variable hints to a better explana-
tory power of that variable in describing the observed

partition of the set of N countries in the database [59]
induced by the IMN architecture. It is easy to see that
geography (captured by sub-region breakdown) explains
most of the variation in migration community structure.
Sheer country size, captured by total population, and to
a lesser extent official country language, are also able to
provide a good characterization of observed IMN mod-
ules. Conversely, religion, economic size (real GDP), in-
come (per capita gross national income, GNI) and GDP
growth have instead a poor explanatory power. The asso-
ciation between explanatory variables and IMN commu-
nity structure is also confirmed by Pearson’s Chi-Squared
tests of independence, which show that the partition in-
duced by any variable considered in this study is not
statistically independent on the IMN-induced partition.

These results strengthen most of the findings obtained
by standard literature on migration patterns [7, 21],
which mostly analyzed bilateral migration stocks as they
were independent of each other. Here we show that from
a more global perspective some of the most commonly
discussed determinants of migration may help in account-
ing for the creation of country clusters.

Notice also that our results bring support to the the-
ory of international migration systems [60]. Such a the-
ory suggests that migration patterns attain some stabil-
ity and structure over space and time, allowing for the
identification of stable groups of countries characterized
by relatively large migrant relationships between mem-
ber countries, as compared to flows from outside the sys-
tem. Community-structure detection can therefore help
to operationalize this concept, which remained mostly
qualitative since it was firstly proposed [61].

Finally, the community structure of the IMN appears
to be strongly different from the one found in the ITN
[59]. For example, the ITN exhibits a much less frag-
mented and modular structure. Most of Asian and Sub-
Saharian African countries form a single cluster. The
same happens for countries in the former Soviet Union
with east and west European countries. The only sim-
ilarity concerns the large American cluster. These dif-
ferences and similarities can be explained by two related
factors. First, the ITN features a prominent rich-club
structure, which tends to keep together many countries,
especially the largest and richest ones. Second, geog-
raphy plays a relevant role also in the ITN [62], which
explains why European and American clusters are sepa-
rated in both networks.

D. Centrality

The analysis on country connectivity has highlighted
a very asymmetric role played by different nodes in the
weighted IMN, with a few big players coexisting with
many small ones. This is true both when considering
migrant stocks or their share to country population. One
can interpret node degree and strength as local measures
of country centrality, which however do not consider the
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global embeddedness of each country in the IMN.
We first ask whether in the IMN global centrality may

convey different information as compared to local cen-
trality. To explore this issue, we have computed on
both the binary and the weighted directed IMN a bat-
tery of centrality indicators belonging to two main fami-
lies: (i) path-length-based centrality measures (in- and
out-closeness centrality [63, 64] and betweenness cen-
trality [65]); (ii) eigenvector-based centrality statistics
(Bonacich [66, 67], Katz [68], in/out PageRank [69], and
hub/authority centrality [70, 71]).

The correlation analysis in Tables III and IV for year
2000 shows that in the IMN path-length- and eigenvector-
based centrality indicators are highly and positively cor-
related. Furthermore, local centrality indicators control
for a large portion of the variation of global centrality
indicators across the nodes. Results are robust over the
years. The reason for the overlapping between local and
global centrality measures lies in the high IMN density
coupled with the observed degree distribution. Indeed,
if one controls for the observed degree distribution (and
thus for density) fitting a Maslov-Sneppen null model
to the data [72, 73], all observed correlation structure
between global and local centrality measures are almost
perfectly reproduced. Furthermore, at the binary level,
some of the observed high and positive correlation (i.e.
correlation between binary H/A centrality and in/out de-
grees) can be replicated only by fixing the density of the
graph and fitting an Erdos-Renyi model to the data [74].

As a result, all centrality measures almost univocally
indicate the most central countries in the network, either
as origins of emigration flows (out-centrality measures,
including hubness centrality) or as destinations of immi-
gration flows (in-centrality measures, including authority
centrality). For example, in year 2000 top destinations
included the U.S., France, Canada, Germany, Australia,
the Netherlands, whereas top origins featured the U.K.;
the U.S., France and Germany (three big players in both
rankings), India and China.

VI. DETERMINANTS OF IMN STRUCTURE:
NULL VS. ECONOMETRIC MODELS

In this Section we investigate whether the topologi-
cal structure of the IMN, as explored in Section V, can
be explained by simple statistical or econometric mod-
els. We begin by fitting to the IMN null network mod-
els. Then we try to assess the extent to which a set of
reasonable determinants of migrations (geographical dis-
tance, country income, language, religion, etc.), which
are typically identified to be the most relevant drivers
of migration stocks [7, 19, 21], can account for the ob-
served structure of the IMN. As target variables to be
explained, we focus in particular on node connectivity,
ANND/ANNS and clustering levels, and on assortative
mixing and cluster-degree/strength correlation (leaving
for a subsequent study the exploration of additional topo-

logical properties, e.g. motifs [75]).

A. Null Models

In line with the recent literature on trade networks
[43, 44], we ask whether the observed IMN binary and
weighted topology can be replicated by fixing its local
structure only (degree and strength sequences) and leave
everything else at random. More precisely, we employ
the analytical method developed in Ref. [76] to com-
pute expected statistics (and confidence intervals) for
higher-order network statistics (assortativity, clustering)
when one constrains both the in-degree and out-degree
(or in- and out-strength) to be equal to the observed
ones. Expected values are then computed over the grand-
canonical ensemble of all possible random graphs obeying
on average the constraints. The method is equivalent to
Maslov-Sneppen rewiring algorithm [72, 73] in the binary
case, but it does not require simulations and works for
both sparse and dense networks (as in the IMN case).
In the weighted case, it allows to overcome some limita-
tions of alternative methods [77–79], see Ref. [80] for a
discussion.

Our main results are reported in Figures 21-24, where
we plot the evolution over time of correlation coefficients
between expected and observed quantities in both the
binary and the weighted (directed) IMN. Contrary to
what happens in the ITN [43, 44, 80], local binary statis-
tics (degrees) are not sufficient to control for higher-
order statistics such as binary disassortativity and binary
clustering. Furthermore, fixing in- and out-strength se-
quences is not enough to account for weighted disassorta-
tivity and clustering-strength correlation (which, as ob-
served above, is almost always weak and not significant).
The only topological feature that can be somewhat repro-
duced by the null model is the strong binary clustering-
degree correlation, although from a statistical point of
view expected correlation is significantly different from
the observed one in all the years. We interpret these re-
sults in the light of the underlying complexity of IMN
structure. Despite some of the global structure like node
centrality can be explained in terms of local node infor-
mation, local network structure is not enough to explain
most of the correlation structure between higher-order
statistics and topological features. This seems to suggest
that other determinants may be important to explain the
topological structure of the IMN. This is the point we
shall explore in the next sub sections.

B. Geographical Distance

We begin by asking whether geographical distance be-
tween countries (dij) correlates with the topological prop-
erties of the IMN. We build a N×N geo-distance matrix
D = {dij} using data from CEPII [106] complemented
by our own great-circle distance calculations using geo-
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graphical country coordinates [107]. Note that, in order
to focus on geography only, we do not use time-dependent
distance notions using e.g. data on population of ma-
jor cities to compute country barycenters. We first ask
whether link weights in the IMN are related to geograph-
ical distance. Figure 25 shows for year 2000 that the
average number of migrants is sharply decreasing with
the logs of geographical distance. This confirms a well-
known stylized fact: the longest the trip, the less likely
migration. This evidence is extremely robust across the
years. Furthermore, the figure inset indicates that the
distribution of geographical distance is rather unimodal,
with tails rapidly decaying towards the bounds dictated
by geographical constraints. Most of country pairs are
located at intermediate distances, and very close or very
far countries are less and less likely.

To understand how geographical distance affects IMN
structure, we perform two simple exercises. In the first
one, we calculate a measure of country remoteness as:

Ri =
1

N − 1

∑
i 6=j

log(dij),

and we correlate this measure with country-specific net-
work binary and weighted statistics, see Table V. We
see that local connectivity measures are negatively cor-
related with remoteness, both in the binary and weighted
case, consistently across the years. This means that the
more remote a country is, the less migration corridors it
holds and the less migrant stocks it channels. Average
neighbor connectivity is instead uncorrelated with dis-
tance. This is because, on the one hand, more remote
countries tend to be less connected and possibly form
links with nearby countries, which are mostly weakly con-
nected themselves. On the other hand, this local pattern
is counterbalanced by the need to find better opportuni-
ties far away, which mostly happens with very connected
countries. Finally, more remote countries typically form
less intensive triangles, as it is very unlikely that any two
of their neighbors are strongly connected between them-
selves.

The second exercise aims at understanding whether as-
sortativity and clustering-connectivity patterns depend
on geographical distance [62]. In each year, we partition
the distribution of geographical distance into K quantile
classes ∆1, . . . ,∆K , where ∆k = [δk−1, δk), k = 1, . . . ,K
are quantile values and (δ0, δK) are the minimum and
the maximum of the distance distribution. We then de-
fine, for each quantile class ∆k, the weighted distance-
conditioned IMN as the network with weight matrix
W k, where only the links ij such that dij ∈ ∆k are
present, with their corresponding weight m̃ij from the
original IMN weight matrix. Therefore, in the distance-
conditioned weight matrix W k, a zero represents either a
missing link in the full IMN or a link connecting any two
countries whose geographical distance is either dij < δk−1
or dij ≥ δk. In other words, W k represents the IMN
in place if one only considers links between countries

whose geographical distance lies within the k-th quan-
tile class. Given W k, one can define the binary distance-
conditioned IMN as the network whose adjacency matrix
Bk is the binary projection of W k. Finally, from bi-
nary and weighted distance-conditioned IMNs, one can
define a cumulated distance-conditioned network as the
network whose weight matrix W k

c contains links between
countries ij whose geographical distance is dij ≤ δk, with
WK
c and BKc being the full weighted and binary IMN. We

investigate if the magnitude of the correlations between
ANND(S) and ND(S), and (W)BCC and ND(S) are in-
variant across space. Figure 26 shows our main results
for year 2000 (again, results are stable over time). To be-
gin with, note that both network density (black line) and
the fraction of links or total volume explained, slowly de-
crease as distance increases in distance-conditioned net-
works (and steadily and weakly increase in cumulated
ones, see right panels). This is expected, as we already
know that a larger distance implies less connectivity on
average. What is instead remarkable is how assortativity
and clustering-connectivity correlations change with dis-
tance. At short distances, indeed, both the binary and
the weighted IMN are assortative: countries holding more
corridors or larger stocks of migrants typically interact
with more connected countries. This may be explained
by recalling that the IMN is almost-entirely organized
across tightly interconnected modules that are geograph-
ically constrained. Within these local modules, coun-
tries are assortatively mixed. Conversely, long-distance
corridors are responsible of most of disassortative mix-
ing: less-connected countries or modules far apart in
space interact with more-connected countries or modules.
The overall disassortative patterns is therefore attained
by adding less and less assortative-mixing patterns as
distance increases. A similar pattern emerges also for
clustering-connectivity correlation (red curve). At the
binary level, the high and negative correlation between
BCC and ND mostly depend on the aggregation of very
heterogeneous distance-conditioned classes. Again, at
short distances, more connected countries are typically
more clustered, whereas at higher distances the sign is
reversed. This is not so in the weighted network, where
the initially positive correlation ends up in the aggregate
in a not-statistically significant relation between connec-
tivity and clustering.

C. Country-Specific Variables and Node Network
Statistics

In this sub section we investigate whether social,
macroeconomic and demographic country characteris-
tics, which are usually found to have some impact
on migration patterns in the literature [21], correlate
with the observed level of the most relevant node-
specific network statistics. We divide our set of con-
trols in two groups, according to the type of vari-
able. The first group features continuous country vari-
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ables: population, gross domestic product (GDP), per-
capita GDP and GDP growth (yearly country growth
rate of GDP). Note that whereas population is a sheer
measure of country size, GDP proxies economic size.
Per-capita GDP instead controls for country income.
Finally, GDP growth expresses the growth potential
of a country. The second group comprises country-
specific categorical variables, controlling for country sub-
regional breakdown according to the M.49 classification
(see http://unstats.un.org/unsd/default.htm), language
[108], religion, and the north-south divide [109].

We begin by computing Pearson’s correlation coef-
ficients between continuous country variables and net-
work statistics. Table VI presents our results for year
2000 (similar findings are obtained throughout the years).
Three findings stand out. First, country growth does not
correlate with any network variable. This is true even if
one considers long-run growth indicators instead of yearly
ones, i.e. average growth between 1960 and 2000. This
means that country potential cannot explain country con-
nectivity and clustering in the IMN. Second, the larger
(both demographically and economically) a country is,
and the higher its income, the more central it is (both
locally and globally) in the network, but the weaker the
connectivity of its partners. This is because large and
rich countries are typically the target of many immigra-
tion corridors from small and poor origin countries. This
explains also the negative relation of these variables with
binary clustering. Note that instead weighted clustering
is not correlated at all with country size and income, as
more connected countries are also larger and richer, and
we already saw that weighted clustering is not correlated
with local connectivity (cf. Figures 15 and 16).

To study the impact of categorical country-specific
variables, we run multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA) [110]. We find that geographical areas and
the north-south divide control for most of the variance
of node directed connectivity both at the binary and the
weighted level. Religion is instead almost uncorrelated
with node statistics. Finally, only English accounts for
a significant positive difference in country connectivity,
especially at the weighted level. Interestingly, none of
the above variables consistently affect country clustering
and ANND/ANNS.

We finally bring continuous and categorical country-
specific variables together and ask whether, when consid-
ered as simultaneous covariates, they are able to explain
the level of node-network statistics. We run a battery of
simple ordinary-least square (OLS) regressions, where de-
pendent variables are binary and weighted node-specific
network statistics and independent regressors include the
log of country population, country GDP growth, a north-
south dummy controlling for developed/developing vari-
ability [111] and the already mentioned sets of sub-region,
language and religion dummies. Regression results for
year 2000 are reported in Table VII.

Firstly notice that, according to regression diagnostics,
the model is well specified and attains quite a satisfactory

(adjusted) R2. The table of estimated coefficients (and
related t-test statistic significance, reported using aster-
isks) confirms the strong role played by country popula-
tion in explaining both incoming and outgoing migration
binary and weighted links: larger countries are more and
stronger connected (both as origin and target countries),
typically connect with less connected countries and are
less clustered at a binary level. As expected, being in
the socio-economic north of the planet attracts more mi-
grants and correlates with more inward corridors, but
not necessarily entails more emigrants and more emi-
gration corridors, being connected with very/poorly con-
nected countries, or being more/less clustered. Country
economic prospects, as measured by GDP growth, are
confirmed not to play an important role in explaining
country profiles in the IMN. Similarly, country religion
does not seem to affect country connectivity and higher-
order network statistics. English-spoken countries seem
to be correlated with higher in-ward and out-ward mi-
grant stocks, hinting to the important role of that lan-
guage as aggregator of different cultures. The crucial
role of geographic breakdown is overall confirmed also by
OLS regressions. Indeed, omitting sub-region dummies
leads to a sharp decrease of adjusted R2 by 25% on av-
erage, compared to an average 5% decrease due to drop-
ping religion or language dummies. Apart from Australia
and New Zealand, north America and north/western Eu-
rope, most of sub-regional dummies are more significant
in explaining outward statistics than inward ones. This
is expected as these regions may most likely control from
emigration flows than signaling attractive countries. Fi-
nally, weighted clustering seem to be affected by all re-
gional dummies, even if with very weak coefficients.

D. Gravity Models and IMN Architecture

In the foregoing analysis, we asked whether node-
specific variables may explain the observed network
structure at the node level. We now explore if one can
explain bilateral migrant stock levels by both country-
specific variables and bilateral country relationships, and
use the prediction of such a model to build a predicted
IMN whose topological structure successfully fits the ob-
served one. To do that, we employ a gravity-model (GM)
specification, which is traditionally used to explain bilat-
eral migrant flows and stocks [81–84]. The migration-
based GM modifies the original version employed to ex-
plain international-trade flows [85] by positing that bilat-
eral flows or stock of migrants from country i to country j
in a given year depends in a gravity-like fashion on coun-
try i and j sizes, geographical distance, and a series of
country-specific variables, dummies and bilateral interac-
tion terms accounting for e.g. relative income, common
language and religion, contiguity, etc.. More specifically,
following Refs. [83, 84], for any given year t in the sam-
ple we fit the following specification to the data (we omit
time superscripts for simplicity):
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mi,j = Pα1
i Pα2

j dα3
ij rY

α4
ij exp{βi + βj + γZij}ηij , (9)

where: Pi and Pj are country population; dij is geo-
graphical distance between i and j; rYij is relative per-
capita GDP between i and j; ηij is an error term un-
correlated with the independent variables; βi and βj are
country dummies; Zij is a vector of additional explana-
tory variables including a contiguity dummy (CONT),
equal to one if two countries share a border; a common-
language dummy (COMLANG), equal to one if two coun-
tries have the same official language; a common-religion
dummy (COMREL), equal to one if two countries have
the same official religion; a colony dummy (COMCOL),
equal to one if two countries share a colonial relation-
ship; and three dummies controlling for south-south (SS),
south-north (SN) and north-north (NN) migration (e.g.
SS = 1 if countries i and j are both in the south of the
World). The parameters to be estimated are therefore
α = (α1, . . . , α4), (βi, βj) and γ = (γ1, . . . , γ7).

Estimation of Eq. (9) is not straightforward. Since
mi,j is zero when two countries are not linked in the
IMN, one cannot simply log-linearize Eq. (9) and apply
standard ordinary-least square (OLS) techniques. Doing
that would indeed imply to discard zero observations,
which from a network perspective means keeping the bi-
nary structure as given [86]. Therefore, we would employ
here a two-step procedure known as zero-inflated (ZI) es-
timation [87, 88]. In a nutshell, ZI regressions require
to first estimate the probability that a link exists, i.e.
pij = Prob{mi,j > 0} = Prob{ai,j = 1}. This is done by
fitting a logit model where the right-hand side is the same
of Eq.(9). This generates a predicted-probability matrix

P̂ = {p̂ij}, where each entry is the predicted probability

that a link exists in the IMN. Given P̂ , one can simulate
many instances of the predicted binary IMN Âh = {âhij},
where each entry âhij is drawn (independently across all
i and j) from a Bernoulli r.v. with parameter p̂ij , and
h = 1, . . . ,H are Montecarlo replications. In the sec-
ond step, for each simulated binary matrix Âh, one esti-
mates the weights to be assigned to the links that have
been predicted to exist in matrix Âh. As customary in
this literature, we employ a full-sample Poisson pseudo-
maximum likelihood estimation (PPML) [89] to perform
such task (see Table VIII). This allows us to obtain, for
each binary-matrix simulation, a predicted migrant-stock
matrix M̂h = {m̂h

ij}, where each m̂h
ij is equal to the cor-

responding PPML estimate when âhij > 0 and zero other-
wise. Notice that by construction the binary projection
of M̂h is equal to Âh, which however may be different
from the observed binary IMN matrix A.

Given the sets of predicted matrices (Âh, M̂h), h =
1, . . . ,H, we perform two related exercises. First, we
ask whether on average the predicted-binary matrices are
similar to the observed one (A), in terms of both the per-
centage of successfully-predicted zeros and ones and the
topological structure of the binary IMN. Second, we in-
vestigate whether the weighted architecture of the IMN

can be successfully predicted by the gravity model. For
space reasons, we present results for year 2000 only (sim-
ilar results hold in all the other years in the sample).
To begin with, notice that the ZI Poisson model (ZIP)
performs very well in fitting the data (cf. Table VIII
for estimated coefficients and diagnostics when one em-
ploys all observations — positive and zero). The model
is well-specified according to Wald tests. Poisson esti-
mations (with constant) reach very high pseudo R2 lev-
els (0.6477), in line with migration-based GM exercises
in the literature. The signs of estimated coefficients in
the second step are in line with expectations. In par-
ticular, migrant stocks increase the higher source and
receiver country population, and the lower distance and
origin-destination relative income. In addition, sharing
a common language or religion, a colonial relation, and
a common border enhances migration. Also, if the ori-
gin country is in the south and the destination is either
in the north or in the south is beneficial for migration.
Positive but not significant effect is instead found if both
countries are in the north. Finally, in line with most of
the existing literature, one does not find any asymmetric
(origin-destination) population effect.

Our first result is that the gravity model provides a
good explanation of the binary structure of the IMN. The
logit specification is able on average to correctly predict
the presence and the absence of a link in, respectively,
73.4% and 82.3% of cases, with an overall success ratio
of 78.7%. This implies that on average the gravity model
correctly reproduces both in-degree and out-degree ob-
served IMN sequences, cf Figure 27(a). Both observed
ANND and BCC are also well reproduced, albeit for
large observed ANND and BCC values some underes-
timation occurs – cf. panels (c) and (d). Nevertheless,
observed disassortativity and BCC-ND correlations are
quite-satisfactorily matched by the model, see panels (d)
and (e). This result is somewhat surprising if one com-
pares it with similar findings in the ITN [86], where in-
stead a gravity specification mostly fails in reproducing
the binary structure, while the knowledge of the local
binary architecture is sufficient to reproduce high-order
topology [80]. In the IMN, on the contrary, local topol-
ogy is not enough to replicate higher-order structure (see
sub-section VI A), whereas country-specific and bilateral
country-interaction effects are able to account for most of
the topological (binary) structure of migration corridors.

Motivated by the success of the gravity model in repro-
ducing the observed binary topology of the IMN, we now
turn to the analysis of its weighted structure. Our main
findings are reported in Figure 28, where we show ob-
served vs. gravity-predicted average weighted IMN statis-
tics. All statistics are here computed on migrant levels
(and not logs), as the gravity specification allows to get
a better precision, and then plotted in a log-log scale.
Panel (a) shows that the gravity model is able to cor-
rectly predict in- and out-strength. This is not surpris-
ing, as strengths are linear combinations of bilateral mi-
grant stocks, which are relatively nicely reproduced by
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the gravity model. Thanks to the good performance in
replicating the binary structure in each simulation, also
ANND and WCC are well-fitted by the model —panels
(b) and (c). Finally, disassortativity is replicated as well
as the positive correlation between weighted clustering
and node-strength (emerging when migrant stock levels
and not their logs are used to weigh the links).

These results show that a relatively parsimonious spec-
ification of a gravity model of migration can not only re-
produce the IMN local network structure (degrees and
strengths), but with some success also the underlying
topology and the correlation structure between higher-
order statistics. The goodness of fit of the migration-
based gravity employed here is robust to alternative spec-
ifications, e.g. using additional variables sometimes em-
ployed in gravity studies (employment at origin and des-
tination, institutional quality, etc.) [84] or alternative
estimation techniques (panel data approach using time
dummies, etc.).

Note that, on the contrary, in the ITN a gravity specifi-
cation was able to correctly replicate the weighted struc-
ture only if the observed binary structure is kept fixed.
Indeed, a trade-gravity model is not able to correctly
predict the ITN binary topology [86].

In the IMN, instead, country-specific and bilateral in-
teraction terms related to social, economic, geographical
and political factors can explain a good deal of details of
the IMN. In particular, interacting terms controlling for
origin-destination distance, geographical contiguity and
common socio-political features can greatly improve the
explanation of country-specific variables that, as shown
in the previous sub-section, were only weakly significant
in affecting local and higher-order node statistics. This
has straightforward implications for both control and pre-
diction of the future evolution of the IMN structure.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

International migration is increasingly recognized as a
central issue to understand future trends in our globalized
world. Current estimates predict that in 2050 the pop-
ulation of migrants will achieve 405 million, more than
twice the figure for 2010 [7]. Prospective migrants will
progressively face lower barriers to leave their home, fa-
cilitated by better traveling technologies and increasing
access to global information networks. Moreover, migra-
tion flows will be strongly affected by the rapid growth
in labor force in less developed countries (as compared
to that in more developed ones) coupled with future en-
vironmental changes.

Countries will therefore face bigger and more complex
issues and will need to develop clever policies to efficiently
manage their borders and cope with both legal and ille-
gal migration. A careful management of migration can
indeed turn a problem into an opportunity to boost eco-
nomic growth and innovation at destination, and reduce
poverty at origin, while allowing for better life conditions

for migrants in better culturally and socially integrated
societies.

Quantifying international migration in a globalized
world becomes therefore crucial in order to provide policy
makers with the right tools. In this paper, we have made
a preliminary step in this direction. We have applied a
complex-network approach to international migration us-
ing a comprehensive database recently made available to
the community of researchers [21]. Describing migration
data using a network representation allows one to cap-
ture the complexity of international-migration linkages
between countries and gives one the possibility to study
migration from a systemic perspective, where both direct
and indirect linkages are taken into consideration.

Our exercises show that the international migration
network (IMN) has remained relatively stable through
the years as far as migration corridors are concerned.
However, the intensity of migration links has been
strongly increasing leading to very skewed (power-law)
distributions for weighted link and node-statistics. The
IMN is organized around quite a modular structure char-
acterized by a binary small-world pattern displaying dis-
assortativity and high clustering. We have also shown
that geographical distance, country size, relative income,
together with a host of country-specific and bilateral
dummy variables including common language, common
religion and south-north linkages, are able to satisfacto-
rily explain in a gravity-like fashion most of the binary
and weighted topological structure of the IMN. Interest-
ingly, the local topological structure of the network can-
not fully replicate its higher-order structure. This points
to a preponderance of socio-economic, geographical and
political factors in the process shaping the IMN.

The foregoing analysis can be extended in many ways.
First, one could try to fit to the data more sophisti-
cated dynamic models of weighted network formation
[90] where migrant corridors and flows are stochasti-
cally added over time, possibly as a function of network
(weighted) topology. This could give more hints as to
why local network topology is instead unable to replicate
higher-order network structure in null models. Second,
our community-structure results can be strengthen and
expanded both using different community-structure de-
tection algorithms [91] and by modifying the null-model
employed within the modularity function. A possibility
in the latter case is to use gravity-model predictions as
expected values for link weights in the modularity func-
tion (eq. 7). Third, a comparative-network study of the
ITN and IMN can be performed. In addition to directly
comparing the topological structure of the ITN and the
IMN (given the same set of countries), one can address
the migration-trade link [41] to explore whether indirect
network effects in migration [92], and more generally the
position of a country in the IMN, can explain bilateral
trade in the ITN.
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Years 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000
Total ] Migrants 93.0m 105.7m 120.2m 141.9m 167.1m
Maximum Link Weight 8.7. 8.1m 4.8m 5.2m 9.4m
Average Link Weight 5646 5841 6221 6528 7044
Median Link Weight 17 20 22 23 27
] Links 16485 18110 19319 21731 23718
Density 0.32 0.36 0.38 0.43 0.47
] Bilateral Links 9552 10792 11688 13818 15886
Bilateral Density 0.58 0.59 0.60 0.63 0.67
Weighted Asymmetry∗ 0.19 0.25 0.39 0.44 0.67
] Strongly Conn. Comp. (SCC) 3 3 2 2 1
Size of Largest SCC 223 223 225 225 226
Diameter 4 4 4 4 3
Average Path Length 1.75 1.70 1.67 1.61 1.53

TABLE I: The IMN, Descriptive Statistics. Source: Migration Data from Ref. [21]. (∗): Weighted asymmetry index in [42].

Community Size
Year No. Comm. Min Max Mean Std Dev Q NMI(t,t-10)
1960 14 3 67 16.1429 15.4913 0.6012
1970 13 2 68 20.5455 21.5211 0.5926 0.6242
1980 11 4 69 20.5455 17.9766 0.6029 0.6312
1990 11 4 70 17.3846 12.3820 0.5792 0.8067
2000 7 5 75 32.2857 23.4077 0.5450 0.4470

TABLE II: Community detection in the weighted IMN. Descriptive statistics. Communities have been detected using Newman-
Girvan modularity algorithm [55]. Q=optimized modularity using Tabu Search [57]. NMI(t,t-10)=Normalized Mututal Infor-
mation [58] computed between partitions of two consecutive waves.

BIN/WEI Betweenness In-Closeness Out-Closeness Bonacich Katz In-PageRank Out-PageRank Authorities Hubs
Betweenness ∗ 0.5052 0.3683 0.3768 0.4122 0.5148 0.4631 0.4481 0.3597
In-Closeness 0.7386 ∗ 0.6690 0.7004 0.7242 0.9387 0.7498 0.9412 0.7136
Out-Closeness 0.7204 0.6096 ∗ 0.9430 0.9454 0.6501 0.9363 0.6492 0.9453
Bonacich 0.6561 0.5697 0.9877 ∗ 0.9967 0.7040 0.9788 0.7098 0.9948
Katz 0.6921 0.5930 0.9973 0.9965 ∗ 0.7279 0.9922 0.7283 0.9931
In-PageRank 0.7512 0.9981 0.6322 0.5956 0.6172 ∗ 0.7560 0.9880 0.7151
Out-PageRank 0.7375 0.6178 0.9989 0.9799 0.9931 0.6397 ∗ 0.7474 0.9772
Authorities 0.6702 0.9903 0.5943 0.5642 0.5824 0.9876 0.5998 ∗ 0.7280
Hubs 0.6451 0.5936 0.9894 0.9950 0.9952 0.6161 0.9831 0.5906 ∗

TABLE III: Pearson correlation coefficients between global centrality indicators for the IMN in year 2000. Lower diagonal
entries are for the binary directed IMN. Upper diagonal entries are for the weighted directed IMN. Global centrality indicators
employed: betweenness centrality [65]); in- and out-closeness centrality [63, 64]; Bonacich centrality [66, 67]; Katz centrality
[68]; in- and out- PageRank centrality [69]; hub/authority centrality [70, 71].
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NDin NDout ND NSin NSout NS
Betweenness 0.7403 0.7217 0.8143 0.5022 0.4439 0.5094
In-Closeness 0.9999 0.6096 0.9062 0.9402 0.7405 0.9098
Out-Closeness 0.6125 0.9999 0.8875 0.6484 0.9404 0.8359
Bonacich 0.5730 0.9872 0.8578 0.7023 0.9880 0.8905
Katz 0.5961 0.9971 0.8764 0.7259 0.9973 0.9088
In-PageRank 0.9985 0.6323 0.9174 0.9992 0.7449 0.9465
Out-PageRank 0.6206 0.9991 0.8918 0.7532 0.9985 0.9254
Authorities 0.9898 0.5941 0.8921 0.9921 0.7399 0.9399
Hubs 0.5963 0.9890 0.8722 0.7158 0.9851 0.8970

TABLE IV: Pearson correlation coefficients between global and local centrality indicators for the IMN in year 2000. Columns
labeled as NDin, NDout and ND represent correlation between global centrality indicators computed in the binary directed
IMN and node degree in (NDin), out (NDout) and total (ND). Columns labeled as NSin, NSout and NS represent correlation
between global centrality indicators computed in the weighted directed IMN and node strength in (NSin), out (NSout) and total
(NS). Global centrality indicators employed: betweenness centrality [65]); in- and out-closeness centrality [63, 64]; Bonacich
centrality [66, 67]; Katz centrality [68]; in- and out- PageRank centrality [69]; hub/authority centrality [70, 71].

1960 1970 1980 1990 2000
NDin -0,1358 -0,1021 -0,1576 -0,1447 -0,1888
NDout -0,3608 -0,3720 -0,3755 -0,3603 -0,3685
ND -0,2683 -0,2593 -0,2965 -0,2819 -0,3056
ANND -0,0855 -0,0372 -0,0905 -0,0521 0,0896
BCC 0,0540 0,1067 0,0886 0,0906 0,1700
NSin -0,1406 -0,1406 -0,1820 -0,1953 -0,2238
NSout -0,3717 -0,3711 -0,3614 -0,3449 -0,3423
NS -0,2687 -0,2698 -0,2876 -0,2868 -0,2971
ANNS -0,0211 -0,0160 -0,0316 0,0215 0,1337
WCC -0,3433 -0,3533 -0,3615 -0,5085 -0,4428

TABLE V: Pearson correlation coefficients between country remoteness, defined as the average geographical (log of) distance
of a country with respect to all the others, and node topological properties.

GDP Growth pcGDP Population
Ndin 0,2931 -0,0117 0,3563 0,2187
Ndout 0,3511 0,0611 0,2209 0,3616
ND 0,3599 0,0242 0,2214 0,3210
ANND -0,3306 -0,0071 -0,1099 -0,3041
BCC -0,3504 -0,0393 -0,1688 -0,3262
Nsin 0,5070 0,0079 0,4064 0,2166
Nsout 0,4588 0,0507 0,1899 0,4548
NS 0,5222 0,0287 0,2581 0,3470
ANNS -0,3147 -0,0079 -0,1139 -0,2954
WCC 0,0863 0,0457 0,0086 -0,0545

TABLE VI: Pearson correlation coefficients between country-network statistics and continuous country-specific variables in
year 2000. GDP: Gross domestic product. Growth: yearly country growth rate of GDP. pcGDP: Per-capita GDP. In boldface
correlation values that are significantly different from zero.
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Dependent Variable (Year: 2000)
Covariates NDin NDout ANND BCC NSin NSout ANNS WCC
log(Population) 13.17*** 18.07*** -7.39*** -0.03*** 100.69*** 110.03*** -50.13*** 0.00
GDP Growth 0.40 -0.10 -0.04 0.00 0.27 -0.71 -0.36 0.00
North-South Dummy 22.44** 8.10 0.61 0.00 172.67*** 2.95 0.52 0.00
Sub-Region Dummies

ANZ 65.83* 51.25*** -16.26 -0.09** 567.64*** 249.95** -114.76 0.02
Caribbean 4.64 24.71** -2.02 0.02 68.22 169.75*** -27.91 0.03***

C America -2.27 13.90 17.70** 0.08** -39.43 48.41 73.26 0.03**
C Asia -72.58** 10.52 5.92 0.04 -143.60 123.02 49.01 0.06***

E Africa -16.36 8.24 17.71*** 0.08** -75.29 25.99 88.01* 0.03***
E Asia -46.57 10.98 18.36** 0.07* -120.65 129.07 114.43* 0.05***

E Europe -13.09 30.27** 10.56 0.04 -33.92 212.34*** 49.32 0.05***
Micronesia -0.88 25.57* -4.05 -0.02 103.14 193.79** -18.89 0.00
Mid Africa -29.73 14.41 18.43** 0.09*** -96.39 83.41 103.62** 0.04***

N Africa -21.16 36.67** 11.22 0.04 -105.64 181.80* 42.29 0.04***
N America 29.93 34.52** -0.63 -0.03 544.45*** 356.78*** -22.25 0.03**

N Europe 32.97 43.75*** 0.81 -0.01 273.87** 276.07*** -16.83 0.04***
Polynesia 19.31 32.18** -16.93** -0.06* 198.69 244.90*** -107.46** 0.00

S America 4.51 22.03* 10.72 0.04 3.48 106.58 36.96 0.03***
S-E Asia -29.92 13.00 19.99** 0.08** -57.73 82.76 112.06** 0.04***
S Africa 10.85 1.85 21.43*** 0.08** 51.99 -16.69 102.43** 0.03***

S Asia -44.92 11.74 25.85*** 0.09** -161.85 152.23* 164.05*** 0.04***
S Europe 7.02 43.77*** 5.57 0.00 145.51 287.70*** 17.76 0.04***
W Africa -35.68 17.43 17.23** 0.08*** -83.75 100.78 99.21** 0.04***

W Asia -16.84 37.96*** 4.83 0.01 45.54 212.11*** 6.67 0.05***
W Europe 49.21* 53.46*** -4.26 -0.04 472.44*** 397.70*** -49.89 0.04***

Religion Dummies
Buddhism -24.62 -17.36 9.94 0.05 41.13 -126.02 64.97 0.02*
Christian -45.46 -14.88 7.88 0.05 9.84 -59.44 60.94 0.03***

Hindu -13.11 -14.72 3.02 0.03 64.73 -53.35 20.22 0.02
Islam -42.18 -21.24 14.27 0.08** -44.92 -130.28 93.69 0.03**
Jews 35.10 12.49 -8.51 -0.03 361.95 43.16 -44.51 0.00

Trad Beliefs -32.54 -27.03* 16.05* 0.08* 1.12 -152.98* 102.16* 0.03**
Language Dummies

English 14.61 8.37 -3.33 -0.02 136.70** 92.19*** -21.85 0.00
French 19.64 -5.15 -2.67 -0.02 94.18 -2.74 -23.97 0.00
Arabic 10.06 -2.17 2.28 0.01 105.81 49.30 23.28 0.00

Spanish 18.22 -7.75 2.76 0.00 91.54 -38.16 19.29 0.01

Diagnostics
N 193.00 193.00 193.00 193.00 193.00 193.00 193.00 193.00
R2 0.55 0.85 0.68 0.73 0.72 0.84 0.69 0.37

Adj R2 0.45 0.82 0.61 0.67 0.66 0.81 0.62 0.23
df(R) 158.00 158.00 158.00 158.00 158.00 158.00 158.00 158.00
df(M) 34.00 34.00 34.00 34.00 34.00 34.00 34.00 34.00

F 5.60*** 27.00*** 9.67*** 12.32*** 12.10*** 25.20*** 10.25*** 2.69***

TABLE VII: OLS regressions of node networks statistics vs. continuous and categorical migration dterminants. Year: 2000.
Population: Country population, World Bank (http://data.worldbank.org/country). GDP growth: Yearly GDP growth
(http://data.worldbank.org/country). North-South dummy: CIA Factbook, https://www.cia.gov. Religion: country offi-
cial religion (Cia Factbook, www.cia.go). Language: country official language (Cia Factbook, www.cia.go). Notes: Constant
included. Significance levels: * p< 0.10; ** p< 0.05; *** p< 0.01.
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Coef. Std. Err. z P > z [95% Conf. Interval]
logPi 0.6648 0.0709 9.3800 0.0000 0.52585 0.80365
logPj 0.6595 0.0837 7.8800 0.0000 0.49545 0.82348
log dij -0.7259 0.1502 -4.8300 0.0000 -1.02027 -0.43161
rYij -0.3662 0.0836 -4.3800 0.0000 -0.53017 -0.20233
CONT 1.5572 0.2428 6.4100 0.0000 1.08128 2.03321
COMLANG 0.8447 0.2611 3.2300 0.0010 0.33291 1.35658
COMCOL 1.8411 0.2411 7.6400 0.0000 1.36853 2.31364
COMRELIG 0.6163 0.2981 2.0700 0.0390 0.03211 1.20054
SS 1.2945 0.3696 3.5000 0.0000 0.57008 2.01895
SN 1.5010 0.4602 3.2600 0.0010 0.59908 2.40300
NN 0.4440 0.3997 1.1100 0.2670 -0.33931 1.22739

TABLE VIII: Gravity-model estimation. Dependent variable: bilateral migrant stocks in year 2000. Full-sample Poisson pseudo-
maximum likelihhod (PPML) fit. Country dummy variables included. Independent variables: (Pi, Pj) country population. dij :
geographical distance. rYij : relative origin-destination per-capita GDP. CONT: contiguity dummy. COMLANG: common
official language dummy. COMCOL: common colony relationship dummy. COMRELIG: common official religion dummy.
SS: south-south dummy. SN: south-north dummy. NN: north-north dummy. Data are from Ref. [93] and the World Bank.
Due to data limitations, we employ here N = 154 countries, accounting for 93% of total migration stocks. Diagnostics:
Pseudo R2 = 0.6477 (model with constant and country dummy variables excluded). Wald test statistic: 800.51 (0.0000). Log
pseudo-likelihood = -1.232e+08.
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FIG. 2: Log-log plot of the link-weight distribution (number of migrants) in different years. Link-weights are rescaled by the
volume of the IMN in order to wash away the trend. Power-law exponent: 1.36.
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FIG. 3: Total degree distribution of the IMN in different
years.
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FIG. 4: In-degree and out-degree distribution of the
IMN in year 2000.
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FIG. 5: In-strength distribution of the IMN in year
2000. Strength computed using log of migrants link
weights m̃t
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FIG. 6: Out-strength distribution of the IMN in year
2000. Strength computed using log of migrants link
weights m̃t
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FIG. 7: Log-log plot of in- and out-strength rescaled
by country population in year 2000. Rescaling does
not alter the power-law behavior of total country im-
migrant and emigrant stocks. Here we compute in-
and out-strength using the original number of bilat-
eral migrant stocks mt
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gree and in/out strength vs. years.
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FIG. 9: The distribution of link-weight concentration indices. For each given country, Hin measures the concentration of its
incoming link-weight (immigration) portfolio, whereas Hout measures the concentration of its outgoing link-weight (emigration)
portfolio. Valued are pooled across all the 5 waves.
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FIG. 10: Correlation between link-weight concentra-
tion indices and node in/out degrees. For each given
country, Hin measures the concentration of its incom-
ing link-weight (immigration) portfolio, whereas Hout

measures the concentration of its outgoing link-weight
(emigration) portfolio. Valued are pooled across all
the 5 waves.
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FIG. 11: Correlation between link-weight concentra-
tion indices and node in/out strengths. For each given
country, Hin measures the concentration of its incom-
ing link-weight (immigration) portfolio, whereas Hout

measures the concentration of its outgoing link-weight
(emigration) portfolio. Valued are pooled across all
the 5 waves.
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FIG. 12: Disassortative behavior in the binary IMN.
Average neraest-neighbor degree (ANND) rescaled
by network density vs total node degree in different
years.
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FIG. 13: Disassortative behavior in the weighted
IMN. Average neraest-neighbor strength (ANNS)
rescaled by network density vs total node strength
in different years.
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FIG. 14: Small-world behavior of the IMN. We plot network-wide binary clustering coefficient [50] and average-path length in
the binary undirected IMN together with their values in random Erdos-Renyi (ER) graphs preserving observed IMN density
in each year.
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FIG. 15: Node clustering coefficients vs. node de-
gree (ND) in year 2000. WCC: Weighted clustering
coefficient. BCC: binary clustering coefficient.
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FIG. 16: Node clustering coefficients vs. node
strenght (NS) in year 2000. WCC: Weighted clus-
tering coefficient. BCC: binary clustering coefficient.
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FIG. 17: Binary rich-club coefficient as a function of
node degree for the undirected version of the binary
IMN (year 2000). The coefficient is defined as the
percentage of edges in place among the nodes having
degree higher than a given node degree [94], divided
by its value in random uncorrelated networks [52].
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FIG. 18: Weighted rich-club coefficient [53] as a func-
tion of node strength for the undirected version of the
IMN (year 2000). We plot for year 2000 the relation
between the size M of the would-be rich club and
the weighted rich-club ratio (WRCR), defined as the
percentage of total migrants carried by the links be-
tween these M countries, where countries have been
sorted in a descending order according to their total
strength. Expected: value of the WRCR in random
networks where link weights are reshuffled over the
existing binary architecture.
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(a) Year=1960

Community Structure of the IMN in 1960

(b) Year=2000

Community Structure of the IMN in 2000

FIG. 19: Community detection in the weighted IMN. World maps show in 1960
(top) and 2000 (bottom) communities detected using Newman-Girvan modularity
algorithm [55] using Tabu Search [57]. Countries belonging to same community are
plotted in the same color. Grey: Not classified countries.
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FIG. 20: Explaining IMN weighted community structure. We plot the normalized mutual information (NMI) [58] in-
dex to compare community-structure partitions and country partitions induced by a number of explanatory variables
[59]. Values close to 1 indicate that the partition induced by explanatory variable is similar to that obtained applying
Newman-Girvan modularity algorithm [55] on IMN data. Macro Area: UN subregions according to M.49 classification (see
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/default.htm). Income: World Bank Atlas Method based on per-capita gross national income (GNI).
The groups are: low income, $1,025 or less; lower middle income, $1,026 - $4,035; upper middle income, $4,036 - $12,475; and
high income, $12,476 or more (see http://data.worldbank.org/about/country-classifications). Religion: country official religion
(Cia Factbook, www.cia.go). Language: country official language (Cia Factbook, www.cia.go). Population: Country popu-
lation, World Bank (http://data.worldbank.org/country). Size: Country Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP), World Bank
(http://data.worldbank.org/country). Growth: Yearly GDP growth (http://data.worldbank.org/country).
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FIG. 21: Null-model analysis of the binary directed IMN.
Pearsons correlation coefficients between: observed ANND
vs. observed ND (red), expected ANND vs. observed ND
(blue), observed vs. expected ANND (green). Expected net-
work statistics computed fixing NDin and NDout sequences
and applying the method in [76]. 95% confidence bands
shown as shaded areas.

FIG. 22: Null-model analysis of the binary directed IMN.
Pearson correlation coefficients between: observed BCC vs.
observed ND (red), expected BCC vs. observed ND (blue),
expected vs. observed BCC (green). Expected network
statistics computed fixing NDin and NDout sequences and
applying the method in [76]. 95% confidence bands shown
as shaded areas.

FIG. 23: Null-model analysis of the weighted directed IMN.
Pearsons correlation coefficients between: observed ANNS
vs. observed NS (red), expected ANNS vs. observed NS
(blue), observed vs. expected ANNS (green). Expected net-
work statistics computed fixing NSin and NSout sequences
and applying the method in [76]. 95% confidence bands
shown as shaded areas.

FIG. 24: Null-model analysis of the weighted directed IMN.
Pearsons correlation coefficients between: observed WCC
vs. observed NStot (red), expected WCC vs. observed NS
(blue), expected vs. observed WCC (green). Expected net-
work statistics computed fixing NSin and NSout sequences
and applying the method in [76]. 95% confidence bands
shown as shaded areas.
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FIG. 25: Link weights in the IMN (year 2000) vs. log of geographical distance (geodist). Solid black line: conditional mean
binned over the quantiles of geodist distribution. Shaded area: 95% confidence band for the conditional mean. Inset: geodist
distribution (loglog scale).
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FIG. 26: Patterns of assortativity and clutering-connectivity in distance-conditioned binary and weighted IMNs (year: 2000).
Left panels: distance-conditioned networks. Right panels: cumulated distance-conditioned networks. Top panels: binary
networks. Bottom panels: weighted networks. Black solid line: network density. Blue solid line: in binary IMNs represents the
fraction of all existing links in the IMN present in the distance-conditioned network; in weighted IMNs is the fraction of the
overall network volume explained by distance-conditioned networks. Green line: correlation between ANND (ANNS) and ND
(NS). Red line: correlation between BCC (WCC) and ND (NS). Green and red shaded patch: 95% confidence intervals.
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FIG. 27: Gravity model estimation of the binary structure of the IMN. (a) Observed vs. predicted node in-degree (NDin) and
out-degree (NDout); (b) Observed vs. predicted average nearest-neighbor degree (ANND); (c) Observed vs. predicted binary
clusterinc coefficient (BCC); (d) Observed vs. predicted correlation between ANND and total node degree (ND); (e) Observed
vs. predicted correlation between binary clustering coefficient (BCC) and total node degree (ND). Each dot corresponds to the
average across H=1000 simulated binary structures using gravity-based logit predicted link probabilities.
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FIG. 28: Gravity model estimation of the weighted structure of the IMN. (a) Observed vs. predicted node in-strength (NSin)
and out-strength (NSout); (b) Observed vs. predicted average nearest-neighbor strength (ANNS); (c) Observed vs. predicted
weighted clustering coefficient (WCC); (d) Observed vs. predicted correlation between ANNS and total node strength (NS);
(e) Observed vs. predicted correlation between weighted clustering coefficient (WCC) and total node strength (NS). Each
dot corresponds to the average across H=1000 simulated weighted IMN matrices binary structures. Each simulated matrix
has a binary structure generated using gravity-based logit predicted link probabilities, on the top of which are superimposed
ZIP estimations of the relative migration stock (in levels) using gravity-based pseudo-maximum likelihood (PPML) predicted
weights.


